A full text collection of nearly all federal publications containing statistical information, from 1974 to date, with some important earlier publications also included. It includes depository, non-depository, Government Printing Office and non-Government Printing Office documents from all branches of the U.S. federal government, including research from all regulatory agencies, congressional committees, etc. It does not include highly technical or ephemeral publications, or large maps. The indexes, abstracts, and microfiche document collection provide quick subject, author, and title access to a very broad range of federal documents, among them annual reports of federal agencies, and nearly all Census Bureau and Bureau of Labor Statistics publications; American Statistics Index also serves as an index to many federal periodicals (e.g., Federal Reserve bulletins, Monthly Labor Review).

Microfiche is arranged by the year of the index used, and ASI's document accession number (e.g., ASI 1981, 9362-1). The printed index gives access by author, subject, title, agency report or series number; indexes "by category" list all documents with statistics broken down by race, sex, age, geographic area, etc. The separate abstracts volumes provide a short summary of each document, and full bibliographic citations.
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